
WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT COMMISSION

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND

ORDER NO. 12,439

IN THE MATTER OF:

VGA, INCORPORATED, WMATC Carrier
No. 445, Investigation of Violation
of Seating Capacity Restriction and
Unauthorized Transfer of Assets

)
)
)
)

Served June 11, 2010

Case No. MP-2009-108

ROYAL SYSTEM SERVICES CORP.,
Trading as VGA GROUP, Investigation
of Unauthorized Operations

)
)
)

Case No. MP-2009-109

This matter is before the Commission on respondents’ response
to Order No. 12,192, served October 15, 2009, directing respondents to
show cause why the Commission should not assess a civil forfeiture
against respondents and/or revoke WMATC Certificate of Authority
No. 445.

I. HISTORY OF CERTIFICATE NO. 445
VGA, Incorporated, (VGA), holds WMATC Certificate of Authority

No. 445. The Commission first issued Certificate No. 445 on
October 1, 1998, pursuant to Order No. 5404, served August 31, 1998.1

VGA’s legal name at the time was VGA Enterprises Inc. VGA changed its
name to VGA, Incorporated on September 10, 2002.2

VGA held Certificate No. 445 under its old name from October 1,
1998, to January 16, 2002, when it was revoked for VGA’s willful
failure to comply with Regulation No. 58, the Commission’s insurance
regulation.3 VGA reapplied for a certificate of authority on March 12,
2002, but the application was denied without prejudice on July 22,
2002, for VGA’s lack of regulatory compliance fitness, a determination
based on findings that VGA had operated in the Metropolitan District
while suspended, revoked and uninsured and that VGA had operated in
Maryland without authority from the Maryland Public Service Commission
(MDPSC).4

1 In re VGA Enters., Inc., No. AP-98-29, Order No. 5404 (Aug. 31, 1998).
2 VGA later shortened its name to VGA, Inc. in 2005.

http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Articles of Revival (Stock)/Name
Change for Dept. ID D04097507 filed 01/18/05).

3 In re VGA Enters., Inc., No. MP-01-110, Order No. 6492 (Jan. 16, 2002).
4 In re VGA Enters., Inc., No. AP-02-34, Order No. 6736 (July 22, 2002),

aff’d on reconsideration, Order No. 6806 (Sept. 20, 2002).
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VGA reapplied for operating authority under its current name in
2003 and expressly requested that the Commission included a 15-person
seating capacity restriction in any certificate that might issue.5 To
understand why VGA would request such a restriction, it is important
to note that the minimum motor vehicle liability insurance requirement
under a restricted certificate of authority is $1.5 million.6 The
minimum motor vehicle liability insurance requirement under a
certificate of authority with no seating capacity restriction is
$5 million.7 For any given carrier and fleet, a $1.5 million auto
liability policy would be expected to cost less than a $5 million auto
liability policy.

The Commission approved VGA’s 2003 application for a restricted
certificate of authority – subject to a one-year period of probation –
on the strength of an affidavit from VGA’s president, Vince Akins,
that VGA had finally ceased operating in the Metropolitan District
without authority, evidence of a subcontract with an authorized WMATC
carrier to perform transportation under a VGA shuttle contract with
the U.S. Forest Service, and the assurance of VGA’s attorney, Kim
Parker, that she had been hired by VGA to ensure VGA’s future
compliance with the Compact and WMATC rules and regulations
thereunder.8

But before the Commission would reissue Certificate No. 445,
VGA was expressly required to demonstrate that none of its vehicles
seated more than 15 persons.9 The Commission imposed this specific
inspection requirement because evidence had surfaced that VGA was in
possession of one or more vehicles with a seating capacity of more
than 15 persons.10 VGA complied, and Certificate No. 445 was issued
May 24, 2004, with the requested 15-person seating capacity
restriction.

II. EVENTS LEADING TO CURRENT INVESTIGATIONS
In 2007, VGA filed an annual report listing two 47-passenger

vehicles, two 25-passenger vehicles, and three 21-passenger vehicles.
Commission staff noticed the discrepancy in 2008 and reminded VGA that
operation of the aforementioned vehicles would violate the 15-person
seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445.

VGA thereafter filed an application to remove the 15-person
seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445. The application
was conditionally approved on July 1, 2008, but the reissuance of
Certificate No. 445 without a seating capacity restriction was
expressly made contingent on VGA filing additional documents and

5 In re VGA, Inc., No. AP-03-73, Order No. 7496 at 3 (Oct. 29, 2003).
6 Regulation No. 58-02.
7 Id.
8 Order No. 7496.
9 Id. at 3.
10 Id. at 3.
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passing a vehicle inspection conducted by Commission staff.11 VGA
failed to satisfy the conditions for reissuance within the time
allotted, thereby voiding the Commission’s approval as of December 30,
2008.12

Thereafter, the Commission received a 2009 annual report in
VGA’s name on February 2, 2009. The report listed the seven
aforementioned vehicles seating more than fifteen persons each, plus
an additional 52 passenger vehicle. The report was followed by a
second application to remove the seating capacity restriction in
Certificate No. 445 filed on February 20, 2009. The application was
filed ostensibly by VGA president, Vince Akins, but the application
was submitted with a stamped signature, and VGA had earlier filed
Articles of Sale and Transfer with the Maryland Department of
Assessments and Taxation in October 2008 in furtherance of the sale of
substantially all of VGA’s assets, including VGA’s name, vehicles, and
transferable licenses, (e.g., WMATC certificate of authority), to
Royal System Services Corp. (Royal), as of June 1, 2008.13

The Commission accepted the February 20 application but
directed applicant to file a new signature page with an original
signature; submit a current list of officers, directors, and
shareholders; explain the relationship between VGA and Royal; and
state why allowing applicant to use the name VGA Inc. would be in the
public interest. Applicant responded with a list of officers and the
following statement: “VGA Inc. was sold to Royal System Services Corp.
(RSSC). Contracts, Vehicles and Insurance are still under VGA at this
time until all legal paperwork is completed.” Applicant did not
produce a new signature page and did not produce a list of directors
and shareholders. The application was accordingly dismissed.14

On April 23, 2009, Royal trading as VGA Group, filed an
application for a certificate of authority. The application was
rejected as incomplete.

The Commission has received no further applications from either
respondent.

III. INITIATION OF INVESTIGATIONS
Case No. MP-2009-108 was initiated in Order No. 12,109 on

August 3, 2009, to determine whether VGA knowingly and willfully
violated the seating capacity restriction in its certificate of

11 See In re VGA Incorporated, No. AP-08-078, Order No. 11,449 (July 1,
2008) (conditionally approving amendment of Certificate No. 445).

12 See id. (approval of amendment void upon applicant’s failure to timely
satisfy conditions of reissuance).

13 http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Articles of Sale & Transfer
for Dept. IDs D04097507 & D12210571 filed 10/01/08).

14 In re VGA Incorporated, No. AP-09-017, Order No. 11,942 (Apr. 16, 2009).
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authority and whether VGA transferred its certificate of authority to
Royal without Commission approval.

Case No. MP-2009-109 was initiated in Order No. 12,109 to
determine whether Royal has been operating assets acquired from VGA
under color of Certificate No. 445.

Order No. 12,109 consolidated the two proceedings and directed
respondents to produce within 15 days: (1) a complete list of vehicles
in their possession, custody, or control; (2) copies of the for-hire
registration cards for those vehicles; and (3) copies of the current
safety inspection certificates for those vehicles. The order also
gave respondents 30 days to present their vehicles for inspection and
produce copies of their business records during the period beginning
January 1, 2007, as to VGA, and June 1, 2008, as to Royal, and ending
on the date of the order, August 3, 2009

Order No. 12,109 further directed VGA to refrain from, and/or
cease and desist from, transporting passengers for hire between points
in the Metropolitan District in vehicles seating more than 15 persons,
including the driver; directed Royal to refrain from, and/or cease and
desist from, transporting passengers for hire between points in the
Metropolitan District in any vehicles; and stipulated that Certificate
No. 445 would stand suspended and be subject to revocation without
further proceeding upon VGA’s failure to timely comply with the order.

IV. RESPONSE, SUSPENSION OF AUTHORITY, AND ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
On August 18, 2009, the Commission received two fax

transmissions in response to Order No. 12,109: one purporting to be
from “VGA Inc.” and one purporting to be from “Ms. Naima Grove” of
Royal.

The “VGA” fax includes a “list of vehicles in VGA’s possession,
custody, or control used in transportation for hire within the
Metropolitan District.” Also included are copies of the corresponding
for-hire registration cards and corresponding safety inspection
certificates. The vehicle list is identical to the list furnished as
part of the annual report filed for VGA in February 2009 – an 11-
vehicle list showing eight vehicles with seating capacities exceeding
the 15-person seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445.

The Royal fax states that as of August 18, 2009, Royal had “no
vehicles for use in transportation for hire within the Metropolitan
District.”

Neither respondent presented any vehicles for inspection by
Commission staff, and neither respondent produced any business records
beyond the vehicle registrations and safety certificates. On
September 4, 2009, however, respondents’ attorney, James S. Williford,
Jr., requested a 30-day extension of time for respondents to complete
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their responses. An additional 30 days passed with no further filing
and no production of vehicles.15

The Commission thereafter issued Order No. 12,192, on
October 15, 2009. The order declared that Certificate No. 445 stood
suspended and was subject to revocation for VGA’s failure to timely
comply with Order No. 12,109.16

Order No. 12,192 gave respondents 30 days to show cause why the
Commission should not assess a civil forfeiture against respondents
and/or revoke Certificate No. 445.

Order No. 12,192 also gave respondents 15 days to submit a
written request for oral hearing, specifying the grounds for the
request, describing the evidence to be adduced, and explaining why
such evidence cannot be adduced without an oral hearing.

V. RESPONSE TO ORDER NO. 12,192
Respondents’ attorney, James S. Williford, Jr., responded to

Order No. 12,192 on behalf of his clients on November 17, 2009. The
response admits that VGA has operated vehicles exceeding the 15-person
seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445.

The response indicates that VGA entered into a contract with
the federal government in June 2005, effective July 12, 2005, to
operate a shuttle bus service using a 22-passenger coach and a 28-
passenger coach between the Armed Forces Retirement Home (AFRH), the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, the Veterans Affairs Medical Center,
and the Washington Hospital Center, which are all located in the
District of Columbia. The contract, a copy of which was included in
the response, requires shuttle service Monday through Friday, except
federal holidays.

The response indicates that VGA entered into a similar contract
with the government for shuttle service to and from the National Naval
Medical Center (NNMC) in Bethesda, MD.

The response states that VGA has not transferred to Royal any
of the assets used to perform the two contracts, that only bare legal
title has passed to Royal, “if anything”, and that as of November 16,
2009, VGA continued to perform the two contracts with the vehicles in
question.

The response includes some of the VGA records required earlier
by Order No. 12,109, including, among other things, a copy of VGA’s
2008 federal income tax return, VGA’s 2007 bank statements,

15 There is nothing in the record to indicate that an extension was
granted, in any event.

16 The order also noted that VGA had no current tariff on file with the
Commission as required by Article XI, Section 14, of the Compact.
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certificates of insurance for November 2007 through November 2009, a
statement of revenue received from the AFRH contract from January 1,
2007, through June 1, 2008, and employee payroll summaries from
January 1, 2007, through July 1, 2008. The response also includes
records of 2007 and 2008 AFRH “recreation” trips, but these records
are not specifically identified as VGA’s or Royal’s. The response
includes no records specifically identified as Royal’s.

Respondents did not request an oral hearing, but the response
did include a request to meet with Commission staff for the purpose of
seeking “staff’s guidance”. The record shows that the Commission’s
Assistant General Counsel thereafter advised respondent’s attorney by
telephone that respondents should present their vehicles for
inspection, subcontract their WMATC operations to a properly
authorized WMATC carrier, and file an application to remove the
seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445. Respondents have
yet to respond.

VI. THRESHOLD FINDINGS
The threshold issues in Case No. MP-09-108 are whether VGA

exceeded the 15-person seating capacity restriction in Certificate
No. 445 and whether VGA transferred its certificate of authority to
Royal consistent with the Articles of Sale and Transfer that
respondents filed with the State of Maryland in 2008. The response
admits that VGA violated the restriction. Our findings of the extent
and willfulness of the violation are discussed below in Section VII.
The transfer issue is addressed in the following discussion of
violations committed by Royal.

The threshold issue in Case No. MP-09-109 is whether Royal
assumed control over VGA assets, including Certificate No. 445, and
VGA operations as of June 1, 2008, consistent with the Articles of
Sale and Transfer. As noted above, respondents’ attorney, Mr.
Williford, asserts that the transfer did not take place as stated in
the Articles of Sale and Transfer, that what had passed from VGA to
Royal as of November 16, 2009, was bare legal title only, “if
anything”, and that as of November 16, 2009, VGA continued to perform
the two contracts with the vehicles in question. This is the exact
opposite of what Mr. Williford had previously told the contract
officers for AFRH and NNMC earlier in 2009 and before that in 2008.

According to a November 21, 2008, letter furnished to the
Commission by Mr. Williford in support of the response to Order
No. 12,192, Mr. Williford had previously written to the AFRH and NNMC
contract officers on May 8, 2008, seeking a novation of the contracts
that would substitute Royal for VGA in accordance with the Articles of
Sale and Transfer. The November 21 letter was sent to spur the
novation effort along and reminded the contract officers that: “As
mentioned in my earlier [May 8] letter, the Transferee [Royal] has
retained all of the staff that has administered this contract on a day
to day basis for the contractor [VGA].” This version of events finds
support in the record.
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The record shows that key personnel – Ms. Susan Temidayo,
Ms. Artavia Wimberly, and Mr. Leon Coulbary – occupied senior
positions at both VGA and Royal in the 2008/2009 period. According to
Royal’s articles of organization on file with the Maryland Department
of Assessments and Taxation, Ms. Temidayo was Royal’s first secretary
and resident agent and an original Royal director when Royal was
formed in November 2007.17 Commission records show that Ms. Temidayo
later filed Contract Tariff No. CT-2 on behalf of VGA on May 13, 2008,
and identified herself in the filing as VGA’s vice president of
operations. Ms. Wimberly replaced Ms. Temidayo as Royal’s secretary
and witnessed the VGA/Royal Articles of Sale and Transfer in
June 2008.18 Mr. Coulbary replaced Ms. Temidayo as Royal’s resident
agent also in June 2008.19 Ms. Wimberly and Mr. Coulbary were later
identified as VGA officers during the course of the February 2009
application to remove the seating capacity restriction in Certificate
No. 445.

Mr. Williford’s November 21 letter also included an enclosure
described as: “An opinion of counsel letter that the transfer was
properly effected under applicable law and the effective date of
transfer.” This too finds support in the record. VGA’s 2008 federal
income tax return, furnished to the Commission by Mr. Williford in
support of the response to Order No. 12,192, indicates that VGA sold
substantially all of its assets, to Royal on June 1, 2008. The list
of assets sold specifically includes vans and coaches. The income tax
return also states that VGA received installment sale income from
Royal in 2008 from the sale of those vans and coaches. VGA’s 2009
property tax return, also furnished to the Commission by Mr.
Williford, states that the only property retained by VGA consisted of
$5,000 in property purchased in 2008. In addition, the record from
the April 2008 application to remove the seating capacity restriction
from Certificate No. 445 includes a safety inspection certificate for
a “VGA” vehicle that failed a safety inspection on August 22, 2008,
but passed a follow-up safety inspection on September 9, 2008, after
it had been repaired by “RSSC”, which are Royal’s initials and the
abbreviation used by the response to Order No. 12,192 when referring
to Royal.20

17 http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Articles of Incorporation for
Dept. ID D12210571 filed 11/01/07).

18 http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Articles of Sale & Transfer
for Dept. IDs D04097507 & D12210571 filed 10/01/08).

19 http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Articles of Amendment for
Dept. ID D12210571 filed 06/12/08).

20 That VGA’s statement of AFRH revenue terminates June 1, 2008, buttresses
the conclusion that the transfer occurred on June 1, 2008, as stated in the
Articles of Sale and Transfer. Although the VGA payroll summaries seem to
suggest that VGA’s performance of the two contracts might have continued to
July 1, 2008, simple clerical error could account for the July termination
date, and the weight of evidence is to the contrary.
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Mr. Williford wrote to the contract officers again on July 15,
2009, in an effort to bring the novation proposal to a close. He had
this to say: “With the passage of these many months, and with what I
trust to have been more than satisfactory continuing services provided
by the VGA Group, I would hope that we are in a position to now
finalize the Novation Agreement with the Transferee.” According to
the Maryland Department of Assessments and Taxation, Royal registered
the “VGA Group” trade name on October 14, 2008,21 and as noted above,
Royal filed an application for WMATC authority using the VGA Group
trade name on April 23, 2009.

Conversely, the “evidence” on which Mr. Williford relies in his
about-face before the Commission consists of “the documents sent to
[the Commission] by VGA back in August”.22 Those documents, faxes of a
vehicle list, safety inspection certificates, and registrations in
VGA’s name, are evidence that VGA possessed the vehicles in question
at one time, but that is all. The statement in the fax cover alleging
that the vehicles identified in the fax were in VGA’s possession as of
the date of the fax, August 18, 2009, is not “verified under oath by a
person having knowledge of the matters set forth” as required by Rule
No. 4-06 and is therefore entitled to no weight.23 Royal’s unsworn
denial of possession of vehicles similarly is entitled to no weight.

We understand why Royal would now take the position that the
transfer did not take place. A finding that no transfer took place
would allow a finding that Royal was innocent of wrongdoing and
presumably fit for WMATC operating authority that Royal could use to
perform the AFRH and NNMC contracts in VGA’s place, but neither
respondent has retracted the Articles of Sale and Transfer, and
neither respondent has repudiated the Articles of Sale and Transfer
under oath.

The two applications to remove the seating capacity restriction
in Certificate No. 445 pursued in VGA’s name after June 1, 2008, do
not weigh in favor of Mr. Williford’s changed position. The first
application was filed in VGA’s name in April 2008. Royal acquired the
right to use VGA’s name as of June 1, 2008, under the terms of the
Articles of Sale and Transfer. There is nothing in the record to
establish that VGA was the party that continued to pursue that
application for a brief period of time after June 1, 2008, as opposed
to Royal pursuing it using VGA’s name. Indeed, as noted above, Royal
was identified in that proceeding as having repaired a “VGA” vehicle

21 http://sdatcert3.resiusa.org/ucc-charter/ (Trade Name Registration for
Dept. ID T00287446 filed 10/14/08).

22 Response at 3.
23 In re Marylou's Janitorial Serv., Inc., t/a Marylou's Transp. Serv., No.

AP-96-23, Order No. 4874 (June 20, 1996); In re Huntemann Ambulance Serv.,
Inc., No. AP-95-29, Order No. 4620 (June 26, 1995); In re Rapidtrans, Inc.,
No. AP-90-28, Order No. 3558 (Sept. 17, 1990).
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in late August or early September 2008 in furtherance of that
application.

When the second application was filed in late February 2009,
after the April 2008 application had been abandoned, the request to
amend Certificate No. 445 rather than transfer it to Royal seemed out
of place in light of the Articles of Sale and Transfer, which by then
had come to the Commission’s attention. The second application was
submitted under the stamped signature of VGA president Vince Akins, as
the first had been, but in light of the declared sale of assets to
Royal, the Commission deemed it prudent to require applicant to
produce an original signature. Applicant did not produce the
signature, and the application was dismissed in mid-April 2009.24 Mr.
Williford explains that his clients were unfamiliar with the
Commission’s procedures, but this does not explain the failure to
produce an original signature in connection with the second VGA
application. It should have been a simple thing to obtain if VGA was
still in control – much simpler and faster than abandoning that
application in favor of Royal beginning the process anew with its own
application a week later. These events cast additional doubt on the
assertion that the transfer of assets and operations from VGA to Royal
did not take place as described in the Articles of Sale and Transfer.

Finally, it would have been a simple matter for VGA to lay this
issue to rest by producing payroll records for operations on and after
June 1, 2008 – records that VGA should have produced in response to
Order No. 12,109, if indeed such records ever existed. The failure to
produce those records in the face of a Commission order requiring
their production for the express purpose of establishing whether the
June 1, 2008, transfer took place supports the inference that those
records do not exist and that those records do not exist because the
transfer to Royal took place on June 1, 2008, as stated in the
Articles of Sale and Transfer.25

In consideration of the foregoing, we conclude that the
preponderance of evidence supports a finding that the transfer of
substantially all of VGA’s assets to Royal took place on June 1, 2008,
as stated in respondents’ Articles of Sale and Transfer.

VII. ASSESSMENT OF FORFEITURE
Article XI, Section 6(a), of the Compact states that: “A person

may not engage in transportation subject to this Act unless there is
in force a ‘Certificate of Authority’ issued by the Commission
authorizing the person to engage in that transportation.” Article XI,
Section 11(a), of the Compact states that: “A person may not transfer

24 In re VGA Incorporated, No. AP-09-017, Order No. 11,942 (Apr. 16, 2009).
25 See In re All-Star Presidential, LLC, & Presidential Coach Co., &

Presidential Limo. Serv., Inc., No. MP-95-82, Order No. 4774 (Feb. 27, 1996)
(failure to produce merger documents supports finding that no merger
occurred).
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a Certificate of Authority unless the Commission approves the transfer
as consistent with the public interest.”

The evidence shows that VGA performed the AFRH contract from
July 12, 2005 through May 31, 2008, with vehicles exceeding the 15-
person seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445. The
evidence shows that Royal performed the AFRH contract from June 1,
2008, through July 15, 2009,26 without any WMATC authority.27

A person who knowingly and willfully violates a provision of
the Compact, or a rule, regulation, requirement, or order issued under
it, or a term or condition of a certificate shall be subject to a
civil forfeiture of not more than $1,000 for the first violation and
not more than $5,000 for any subsequent violation.28 Each day of the
violation constitutes a separate violation.29

The term “knowingly” means with perception of the underlying
facts, not that such facts establish a violation.30 The terms
“willful” and “willfully” do not mean with evil purpose or criminal
intent; rather, they describe conduct marked by intentional or
careless disregard or plain indifference.31 Employee negligence is no
defense.32 “To hold carriers not liable for penalties where the
violations . . . are due to mere indifference, inadvertence, or
negligence of employees would defeat the purpose of” the statute.33

VGA’s attorney argues that VGA’s violations were only
“technical” violations, and thus not knowing and willful, based on an
allegation that the actual passenger load “in a vast majority of cases
did not exceed 15.” The actual passenger load is irrelevant.
Certificate No. 445 clearly states that the transportation authorized
thereunder is “RESTRICTED TO...transportation in vehicles with a
manufacturer’s designed seating capacity of 15 or fewer persons,

26 The record is silent on the extent of violations under the NNMC contract
by either respondent. Given the likelihood of substantial overlap of
violations with the AFRH contract, the Commission shall not require
respondents to supplement the record.

27 Although Royal acquired possession of Certificate No. 445 under the
Articles of Sale and Transfer, Article XI, Section 11(b), of the Compact
provides that a person other than the person to whom an operating authority
is issued by the Commission may not lease, rent, or otherwise use that
operating authority.

28 Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 6(f)(i).
29 Compact, tit. II, art. XIII, § 6(f)(ii).
30 In re Skyhawk Logistics, Inc., No. MP-09-044, Order No. 12,137 (Sept. 2,

2009).
31 Id.
32 Id.
33 United States v. Illinois Cent. R.R., 303 U.S. 239, 243, 58 S. Ct. 533,

535 (1938).
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including the driver.” Thus the restriction is tied to designed
seating capacity, not occupied seating capacity.34

And this is not a “technical” matter. Carriers requesting an
expansion of their operating authority must first make a showing of
fitness and comply with certain conditions before expanded authority
will be issued.35 Thereafter, the Commission monitors a carrier’s
insurance to ensure that the carrier maintains a minimum of $5 million
in liability coverage, not the $1.5 million minimum established for
restricted certificates of authority.36 Indeed, VGA failed to maintain
$5 million at all times while operating vehicles seating more than 15
persons. And by violating the seating capacity restriction in
Certificate No. 445, VGA was able to defeat the Commission’s insurance
monitoring function for a year and a half, as noted below.

Furthermore, VGA was aware that the Commission does not
consider this a technical matter. As noted above, the Commission
specifically required VGA to demonstrate that none of its vehicles
seated more than 15 persons during VGA’s 2003 restricted authority
application because evidence had surfaced that VGA was in possession
of one or more larger capacity vehicles.

Of course, what matters most is that VGA checked “Restricted –
Operate only vehicles seating 15 persons or less” on its 2003
application for a certificate of authority and that the restriction
was clearly stated on the face of Certificate No. 445. We find that
VGA’s violations of the seating capacity restriction in Certificate
No. 445 were therefore knowing and willful.

We further find that Royal’s violations of Article XI,
Section 6(a), of the Compact were likewise knowing and willful. As
noted above, Ms. Temidayo and Ms. Wimberly were officers of both VGA
and Royal. Their knowledge of WMATC jurisdiction acquired as officers
of VGA may be attributed to Royal.37 Indeed, as also noted above,
Ms. Temidayo filed a contract tariff with the Commission on behalf of
VGA in May 2008. Under that tariff, VGA agreed to temporarily perform

34 We do not mean to suggest that it would be permissible to transport more
than 15 persons in a vehicle with a maximum capacity of 15 persons. It would
not. Exceeding a vehicle’s passenger capacity constitutes a violation of
Article XI, Section 5(a), which states that a carrier “shall provide safe and
adequate transportation service, equipment, and facilities.”

35 See e.g., In re Jet Tours USA, Inc., No. AP-08-089, Order No. 11,405
(June 10, 2008); In re Smooth Ride Transp., LLC, No. AP-08-074, Order No.
11,404 (June 10, 2008); In re L.J. Express, Inc., No. AP-04-116, Order No.
8276 (Sept. 20, 2004).

36 See Regulation No. 58-03 (requiring carriers to maintain WMATC Insurance
Endorsement on file with Commission at all times).

37 See In re L&N Transp. Co., Inc., No. MP-01-49, Order No. 6425 (Nov. 16,
2001) (Officer’s knowledge of Compact requirements may be attributed to
carrier); In re Affordable Airport Charter, Inc., & Bach Vu, t/a Affordable
Airport Charter, No. MP-97-76, Order No. 5276 (Feb. 17, 1998) (same).
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a federal agency shuttle contract in the Washington Metropolitan Area
on behalf of Skyhawk Logistics, Inc., a carrier awaiting reinstatement
of its WMATC authority. The shuttle contract between VGA and Skyhawk
recited the need for WMATC authority for such operations.
Ms. Temidayo signed the shuttle contract in her capacity as VGA’s vice
president of operations. Thus, she had specific knowledge of our
jurisdiction as it relates to federal agency shuttle contracts.

In calculating the number of violations of each respondent, we
have taken the following into consideration. The effective date of
the AFRH contract is July 12, 2005. The AFRH contract calls for
shuttle service Monday through Friday but not on federal holidays.
VGA sold its vehicles to Royal effective June 1, 2008. Royal was
still performing the contract under the trade name “VGA Group” as of
July 15, 2009.

In setting the daily forfeiture amount, we have taken into
consideration Commission precedent that distinguishes carriers
operating without authority and without adequate insurance, on the one
hand, from carriers operating without authority but with adequate
insurance, on the other – assessing a larger amount against those
without adequate insurance.

We find that the number of daily seating capacity violations
committed by VGA is 725.38 We will assess a forfeiture against VGA in
the amount of $250 per day,39 or $181,250. Because VGA only had a $1.5
million WMATC Insurance Endorsement on file from July 12, 2005,
through December 17, 2006, instead of the $5 million required under
Regulation No. 58 to operate vehicles seating more than 15 persons, we
will assess another $250 per day for operating without sufficient
insurance on 360 days,40 or $90,000, for a combined forfeiture of
$271,250.

38 The number of weekdays from inception of the AFRH contract on July 12,
2005, to VGA’s sale of assets to Royal on June 1, 2008, less federal
holidays, is 725.

39 See In re Sky Blue Tours, Inc., No. MP-08-162, Order No. 11,689
(Nov. 19, 2008) (assessing $250 per day for exceeding seating capacity
restriction); In re Zohery Tours Int’l, Inc., No. MP-02-46, Order No. 7005
(Jan. 21, 2003) (same).

40 See In re Couples, LLC, t/a Couples Limos., No. MP-09-134, Order
No. 12,330 (Mar. 8, 2010) (assessing $500 per day for operating while
suspended and underinsured). The civil forfeiture provision of the Compact
serves at least two functions: deterrence of future violations and
disgorgement of unjust profits. In re Zohery Tours Int’l, Inc., No. MP-02-
46, Order No. 7096 (Mar. 19, 2003). VGA profited to the extent the premium
for a $1.5 million policy was less than the premium for a $5 million policy.
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We find that the number of daily operating authority violations
committed by Royal is 282.41 We will assess a forfeiture against Royal
in the amount of $500 per day for operating on 282 days without WMATC
authority and without evidence of insurance,42 or $141,000.

Finally, we shall assess a forfeiture of $250 against VGA for
transferring Certificate No. 445 without Commission approval.43

VIII. REVOCATION OF CERTIFICATE NO. 445
The Commission may suspend or revoke all or part of any

certificate of authority for willful failure to comply with a
provision of the Compact, an order, rule, or regulation of the
Commission, or a term, condition, or limitation of the certificate.44

In addition to the litany of regulatory violations discussed
above, Commission records show that VGA has been in violation of the
Commission’s insurance regulation, Regulation No. 58, since
November 27, 2009, the date VGA’s WMATC Insurance Endorsement expired
without replacement. And Commission records show that VGA has had no
effective tariff on file with the Commission since May 20, 2008, in
violation of Article XI, Section 14, of the Compact. Finally,
Commission records show that VGA is in violation of Regulation Nos. 60
and 67 for not filing an annual report for 2010 and not paying the
$150 annual fee for 2010, respectively, on or before January 31, 2010.

We therefore find that VGA has failed to show cause why
Certificate No. 445 should not be revoked.45

The $50 late insurance fee under Regulation No. 67-03(c) shall
remain due. VGA’s annual report for 2010, $150 annual fee for 2010,
and $200 in associated late fees under Regulation No. 67-03(a),(b)
shall also remain due.

THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED:

1. That Royal System Services Corp., trading as VGA Group,
shall cease transporting passengers for hire between points in the
Metropolitan District, including between points in the Metropolitan

41 The number of weekdays from Royal’s acquisition of VGA assets on June 1,
2008, to Mr. Williford’s admitted continuation of operations under the AFRH
contract as of July 15, 2009, less federal holidays, is 282.

42 See In re Capitol Bus Rental, Inc., t/a Capitol Tours, No. MP-95-04,
Order No. 4609 (June 7, 1995) (assessing $500 per day against carrier with no
valid WMATC authority and no valid WMATC Endorsement).

43 See In re Junior’s Enterprises, Inc., No. MP-01-103, Order No. 6549
(Feb. 21, 2002) (assessing $250 for unauthorized transfer of certificate of
authority).

44 Compact, tit. II, art. XI, § 10(c).
45 See Order No. 11,689 (revoking authority for violating seating capacity

restriction and insurance regulation); Order No. 7005 (revoking authority for
violating seating capacity restriction).
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District under the Armed Forces Retirement Home and National Naval
Medical Center contracts.

2. That pursuant to Article XIII, Section 6(f), of the Compact,
the Commission hereby assesses a civil forfeiture against VGA,
Incorporated, in the amount of $271,250 for knowingly and willfully
violating Article XI, Section 6(a), of the Compact by exceeding the 15-
person seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445 on 725 days
and for operating without sufficient insurance in violation of
Regulation No. 58 on 360 of the 725 days.

3. That pursuant to Article XIII, Section 6(f), of the Compact,
the Commission hereby assesses a civil forfeiture against VGA,
Incorporated, in the amount of $250 for knowingly and willfully
violating Article XI, Section 11(a), of the Compact by transferring
Certificate No. 445 without Commission approval.

4. That VGA, Incorporated, is hereby directed to pay to the
Commission within thirty days of the date of this order, by money
order or check, the sum of two hundred seventy-one thousand five
hundred dollars ($271,500).

5. That pursuant to Article XIII, Section 6(f), of the Compact,
the Commission hereby assesses a civil forfeiture against Royal System
Services Corp., trading as VGA Group, in the amount of $141,000 for
knowingly and willfully violating Article XI, Section 6(a), of the
Compact by transporting passengers for hire between points in the
Metropolitan District without a certificate of authority and without
evidence of insurance on file with the Commission on 282 days.

6. That Royal System Services Corp., trading as VGA Group, is
hereby directed to pay to the Commission within thirty days of the
date of this order, by money order or check, the sum of one hundred
forty-one thousand dollars ($141,000).

7. That pursuant to Article XI, Section 10(c), of the Compact,
Certificate of Authority No. 445 is hereby revoked for the willful
failure of VGA, Incorporated, to comply with Article XI, Sections 6(a)
and 14, of the Compact, Commission Regulation Nos. 58, 60, and 67, and
the seating capacity restriction in Certificate No. 445.

8. That the $50 late insurance fee due from VGA under
Regulation No. 67-03(c) shall remain due.

9. That the annual report for 2010 due from VGA under
Regulation No. 60-01; the $150 annual fee for 2010 due from VGA under
Regulation No. 67-02; and the $200 in associated late fees due from
VGA under Regulation No. 67-03(a),(b) shall remain due.

10. That within 30 days from the date of this order Royal
System Services Corp., trading as VGA Group, shall:
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a. remove from its vehicle(s) any and all markings placed
thereon pursuant to Commission Regulation No. 61;

b. file a notarized affidavit with the Commission verifying
compliance with the preceding requirement; and

c. surrender Certificate No. 445 to the Commission.

BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMISSION; COMMISSIONERS BRENNER AND CHRISTIE:

William S. Morrow, Jr.
Executive Director


